Sophos Security Products
Protect your IT while surfing the web,
using email, or accessing the network
xx Anti-spam email protection
xx Anti-virus email protection
xx Spyware email protection
xx Malware email protection
xx Phishing email protection
xx Threat profiling
xx Reputation filtering

Email Security
Applicance

xx Designed to reduce the time and effort spent on managing email gateways
xx Hardened appliance solution is remotely monitored by Sophos for proactive
maintenance and updating threat definitions for the most up-to-date protection
xx If appliance fails to connect, it alerts administrators immediately via visual, email, or
direct notification

Email Encryption
Applicance

xx Standalone email encryption
xx Utilizes same encryption technology featured in Sophos SafeGuard encryption
software
xx Integrates seamlessly with other Sophos email security products and any SMTP email
infrastructure

PureMessage
Software

xx Software designed for UNIX, Microsoft Exchange or Lotus Domino
xx Enables security admininstrators to setup specific security policies and content rules
whether the email is inbound, outbound, or internal
xx Setup policies based on keywords, sensitive information, and true file types and apply
unique rules.

xx Blocks emerging web threats at the gateway level with malware, spyware, virsuses,
phishing, and hijacked trusted websites
xx Anonymizing proxies can be blocked to prevent users from bypassing filter controls
xx Encrypted TFT and HTTPs can be scanned and filtered, and internet use policies can
be enforced, filtering against a total of 54 specific categories of content
xx Policies can be time-based, enabling management to loosen browsing restrictions
during lunch and after work
xx Manage and report for up to 15,000 users from a single interface
xx Check computers accessing the network and provide or block access
xx Ensure that all computers, have up-to-date operating system patches, are running
the right up-to-date anti-virus solution, and have their firewall enabled prior to being
granted access to the network
xx Monitor multiple sites and access points centrally
xx Perform policy checks prior to access being granted, as well as periodically during the
network session
xx Enable granular control so specific policies can be setup for various users and groups,
providing them with access only to information, servers, and applications they need

A Valued Partner

As a Sophos partner, North American Systems is qualified to provide the full range of
their security products. Our extensive experience in the IT industry lead us to partner
with Sophos because:
xx the 24x7 technical support that comes standard with their products puts you in
contact with an actual Sophos employee at the first point of contact
xx simplified licensing bundles a number of features into a single product, eliminating the
need to purchase point products to address various security holes
xx their product enables seamless management of security across multiple platforms and
operating systems from a single interface
Contact us to find out more; we can help you size and price out a security solution that
fits your needs, and help you can migrate to this new product with minimal disruption.
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